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II 
Abstract 
The white balance adjusting principle uses ADC method which convert 
low or high Analog signal into corresponding digital signal position, 
ensuring precision of white balance adjustment result, followed by 
adjusting gain or offset value of the red、green、blue to meet color 
temperature requirement.  
This article reseaches 3-color theories of LCD TV, analyzes the key 
adjusting factors that might affect picture quality. To get rquested color 
temperature, switch TV to component source, input white pattern, adjust 
RGB’s gain or offset value in Scaler register and fine tune ADC step range. 
The coefficient adjustment method, the system equation method and 
iterative method are used. Calculate RGB coefficient through calculating 
affect of RGB gain or offset. On this basis,are listed in the target value 
and the difference between the x value of x by method for solving equations 
needed to calculate the RGB values of the gain or offset, set these value 
to TV,TV software copy these value to other source to achieve spec 
range;Iterative adjustment algorithm is based on the adjusted step by step, 
and ultimately achieve x, y within the specification range. 
 White balance adjustment tools are using C++ Builder for the 
development environment, the software written to control color analyzer 
CA210, to measure x, y and brightness values by CA210. By MSComm control 
signal generator needed to play the picture signal and communication 
commands of TV, accord to Command communications spec prescribe mechanism 
to receive and return, through systems integration to develop a program 
to automatically adjust the color temperature of the white balance. The 
advantages and disadvantages: 1、 Now the factory through this adjustment 
tool adjustment, adjust a time which spent about 20 to 30 seconds, later 
still need more work on the adjustment time.2、Using this method can be 
automatic adjustment, save labor and improve the quality of images. 
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1.5 系统实现的开发平台 
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